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ABSTRACT

This paper investigates spectral broadening of droplet size distributions through amechanism referred to as

the eddy hopping. The key idea, suggested a quarter century ago, is that droplets arriving at a given location

within a turbulent cloud follow different trajectories and thus experience different growth histories and that

this leads to a significant spectral broadening. In this study, the adiabatic parcel model with superdroplets is

used to contrast droplet growth with and without turbulence. Turbulence inside the parcel is described by two

parameters: (i) the dissipation rate of the turbulent kinetic energy « and (ii) the linear extent of the parcel L.

As expected, an adiabatic parcel without turbulence produces extremely narrow droplet spectra. In the

turbulent parcel, a stochastic scheme is used to account for vertical velocity fluctuations that lead to local

supersaturation fluctuations for each superdroplet. These fluctuations mimic the impact of droplets hopping

turbulent eddies in a natural cloud. ForL smaller than a fewmeters, noticeable spectral broadening is possible

only for strong turbulence—say, «. 100 cm2 s23. ForL typical for grid lengths of large-eddy simulation (LES)

models (say, L between 10 and 100m), the impact is significant even with relatively modest turbulence in-

tensities. The impact increases with bothL and «. The representation of eddy hopping developed in this paper

can be included in a straightforward way in the subgrid-scale scheme of a Lagrangian LES cloud model and

may lead to a significant acceleration of simulated rain development through collision–coalescence.

1. Introduction

Cloud droplets grow by the diffusion of water vapor

before collisional growth turns them into drizzle and rain.

A simple model of droplet growth inside an adiabatic

parcel rising through a cumulus cloud gives extremely

narrow droplet size distributions [e.g., Brenguier and

Chaumat (2001) and references therein]. At the same

time, observed distributions are typically wide and mul-

timodal. This has already been observed in early cumulus

studies nearly half a century ago (Warner 1969a,b, 1970,

1973a,b) and in many subsequent studies, including the re-

cent ones inmonsoon cumuli over India (Prabha et al. 2012).

See the discussion and a comprehensive list of refer-

ences in the introduction of Lasher-Trapp et al. (2005).

Pawlowska et al. (2006) discuss observations of spectral

width in marine stratocumulus. Cloud turbulence and

turbulent entrainment are often invoked to explain this

discrepancy [e.g., Jensen et al. (1985); Su et al. (1998);

Lasher-Trapp et al. (2005); see also references in

Grabowski and Wang (2013)]. However, quantitative

studies targeting effects of turbulence on droplet size

spectra are difficult because of the range of spatial and

temporal scale involved, from hundreds of meters for

energy-containing eddies down to the Kolmogorov

microscale (around a millimeter in atmospheric

turbulence) and because of the multiphase cloud

environment.

The study reported in this paper investigates the

mechanism affecting diffusional growth of droplets in

turbulent clouds referred to as the eddy hopping, the

term introduced in Grabowski and Wang (2013). The
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key idea is that droplets arriving at a given location

within a cloud follow different trajectories through a

cloud. Variability of the supersaturation along those

trajectories results in broadening of the droplet distri-

bution. The supersaturation variability comes from

relatively large turbulent eddies (scales from meters to

hundreds of meters), often resulting from cloud-edge

instabilities and entrainment. Cloud droplets ‘‘hop’’

those eddies and grow in response to local fluctuations

of the supersaturation. This mechanism was suggested

several decades ago by Cooper (1989), and it was in-

vestigated in subsequent studies (e.g., Lasher-Trapp

et al. 2005; Cooper et al. 2013). Lasher-Trapp et al.

(2005) combined a 3D Eulerian dynamic cloud model

and a sophisticated Lagrangian trajectory model to

study the eddy-hopping mechanism. They were able to

represent key features of observed cumulus droplet

spectra: large width, presence of small droplet well

above the cloud base, and multimodal shape of the

droplet spectrum. In a more idealized study, Sidin et al.

(2009) investigated growth of Lagrangian droplets

embedded within a synthetic 2D turbulence flow field

and documented significant droplet spectra broadening

as well.

The eddy-hopping mechanism can be conveniently

investigated applying a Lagrangian cloud model. Such a

model merges representation of the condensed water

applying a set of Lagrangian cloud droplets and drizzle/

rain drops [superdroplets using the terminology in-

troduced by Shima et al. (2009)] with the Eulerian ap-

proach for the fluid flow and transport of water vapor

and thermal energy. However, the model spatial reso-

lution has to be high enough to resolve at least large

turbulent eddies [as in the large-eddy simulation (LES)]

and needs to include appropriate subgrid-scale (SGS)

representation of unresolved turbulent eddies that

affect superdroplet motion and growth/evaporation.

Unfortunately, applications of Lagrangian cloud

models (e.g., Shima et al. 2009; Andrejczuk et al. 2010;

Riechelmann et al. 2012; Arabas et al. 2015) so far

exclude the latter. This paper fills this gap and

presents a relatively simple method to include impact

of SGS processes on superdroplet growth. We apply

the new SGS scheme to arguably the simplest system, a

rising adiabatic parcel model, and document a signif-

icant widening of the cloud droplet spectrum in the

turbulent adiabatic parcel.

The paper is organized as follows. The next section

presents the adiabatic parcel model. Section 3 extends

the adiabatic model to include turbulent velocity fluc-

tuations that are the key in the eddy hoping mechanism

and compares results that include the impact of tur-

bulence to the results without turbulence. Section 4

concludes the paper with a brief discussion of model

results.

2. Adiabatic parcel model

Equations for the adiabatic parcel model follow

Grabowski andWang (2009) andGrabowski et al. (2011),

GW09, and GAW11, respectively. The temperature T

and water vapor mixing ratio qy for the parcel are func-

tions of time only and their evolutions are given by

c
p

dT

dt
52gw1L

y
C and (1)

dq
y

dt
52C , (2)

where w is the parcel vertical velocity, g5 9:81m s22 is

the gravitational acceleration,Ly 5 2:53 106 J kg21 is the

latent heat of vaporization, cp 5 1005 J kg21 K21 is the

specific heat of air at constant pressure, and C is

the condensation rate. The pressure pwithin the parcel is

assumed to decrease with height as in the hydrostatically

balanced environment:

dp

dt
52r

0
wg , (3)

where r0 is the air density. As in GW09, we assume

r0 5 1 kgm23 that corresponds to the shallow convec-

tion approximation. Such an approach is justified by

relatively small vertical parcel displacements considered

in this study, up to 1km. The initial conditions for the

parcel are as in GW09; that is, T(t5 0)5 288:16K,

p(t5 0)5 900 hPa, and relative humidity (RH) of 99%.

The parcel vertical velocity is selected as w 5 1m s21.

Once RH inside the parcel passes 100%, activation of

cloud droplets commences. We apply the Twomey ac-

tivation (Twomey 1959) with cloud condensation nuclei

(CCN) characteristics that include the number of acti-

vated CCN for a given supersaturation and the activa-

tion radius. We assume idealized CCN distribution as a

sum of two lognormal distributions with concentrations,

mean radii, and geometric standard deviations (unitless)

as 60 and 40 cm23, 20 and 75nm, and 1.4 and 1.6, re-

spectively. Integration of the lognormal distribution

provides the Twomey relationship (i.e., the concentra-

tion of activated CCN N versus the supersaturation S;

the N–S relationship) that is tabulated in the current

study and used as input to the parcel model.

Figure 1 shows the Twomey N–S relationship result-

ing from the assumed CCN and explains how activated

droplets are introduced to the parcel. First, the maxi-

mum supersaturation Smax is selected. By requirement,

Smax has to exceed the maximum supersaturation
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experienced by the parcel. In the current study,

Smax 5 2% is used. The corresponding droplet concen-

trationNmax is divided by the number of droplet classes to

be used in the simulations. The example in Fig. 1 assumes

10 classes whereas model simulations apply 20000 classes

(most of results do not change once the number exceeds

several hundreds). Note that these classes can be consid-

ered as superdroplets (Shima et al. 2009). As the super-

saturation builds up near the cloud base, individual

superdroplets are introduced when the predicted super-

saturation exceeds the supersaturation corresponding to

the activation supersaturation of already present super-

droplets. Such an approach ensures that the multiplicity

parameter (i.e., the number mixing ratio of droplets that a

single superdroplet represents) is constant for all super-

droplets. Once activated, the initial radius corresponding

to the activation radius is assigned for each superdroplet.

The latter is approximated as 83 10210/Sact, where Sact is

the activation supersaturation; see Eq. (6) and Fig. 2 in

GAW11. In addition to the droplet radius, the model

keeps track of the superdroplet number mixing ratio (i.e.,

the number of droplets per unit mass of dry air) that

corresponds to themultiplicity parameter (or attribute) of

Shima et al. (2009). Superdroplet position is irrelevant and

it is excluded from the list of superdroplet attributes in the

current study. We note in passing that GAW11 includes a

detailed comparison between comprehensive activation

scheme (i.e., keeping track of the wet CCN radius prior to

activation) and the much more efficient Twomey ap-

proach. The two methods give similar results except near

the cloud base where deliquesence and eventual CCN

activation takes place (see Figs. 4–7 in GAW11).

The diffusional growth rate of a cloud droplet is given

by a simplified formula neglecting the curvature and

solute effects but including the kinetic effects (see

GAW11 and references therein):

dr

dt
5

1

r1 r
0

AS , (4)

where r is the droplet radius, S5 qy/qys 2 1 is the su-

persaturation (qys is the water vapor mixing ratio at

saturation), A5 0:91523 10210 m2 s21, and the kinetic

effects are included through the parameter r0 taken as

1.86mm (e.g., Clark 1974; Kogan 1991). The condensa-

tion rate is derived from the rate of change of the droplet

population mass:

C5
d

dt
�
i

4

3
pr3i Ni

r
w

r
0

, (5)

whereNi is the numbermixing ratio for the superdroplet

of radius ri and rw 5 103 kgm23 is the water density.

Parcel model equations are integrated applying a

simple Euler forward scheme and a 0.2-s time step.

Figure 2 shows selected results from the adiabatic parcel

model simulation. The bottom four panels document

evolution of key parameters, and the top panels depict

the spectrum at the end of the simulation (i.e., for

t 5 1000 s) using either linear or logarithmic scale. The

spectrum is calculated by grouping all superdroplets

into a regular radius grid with a 0.2-mm bin size. Satu-

ration within the parcel is reached in a few tens ofmeters

and droplet activation begins. Activation continues until

the supersaturation reaches its peak of about 0.9%

within subsequent few tens of meters. As the parcel

continues to rise, the droplet mean radius and the liquid

water mixing ratio increase, and the standard deviation

of the droplet distribution (referred to as the spectral

width s) decreases. At the end of the simulation, the

width is relatively small, around 0.3mm, in agreement

with the adiabatic growth of a droplet population (e.g.,

Brenguier and Chaumat 2001). A peculiar feature of the

size distribution, the peak in the bin corresponding to

the largest droplet size, is because of a particular detail

of the Twomey activation scheme applied. This is be-

cause no droplet activation is allowed for supersatura-

tions smaller than the lowest bin in the tabulated N–S

relationship, 0.01% in the current application. Thus,

once the 0.01% threshold is passed, the first class of

superdroplets receives all droplets corresponding to

S, 0:01%. That number is larger than in subsequent

activation bins because of the large number of super-

droplet bins (20 000) used in the simulations. Applying

linear interpolation between S5 0% and S5 0:01%

leads to unrealistically large activation radii (say, larger

than several micrometers) that in reality require long

FIG. 1. Thick line represents the TwomeyN–S relationship used in

the current study. Dashed thin lines demonstrate how superdroplets

are introduced in the activation scheme. See text for details.
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time (often hundreds of seconds) before they reach the

activation radius [e.g., Barahona et al. (2010) and ref-

erences therein]. This is a general problem when the

Twomey activation is applied to giant and ultragiant

CCN, but this aspect has no implications for the com-

parison documented here.

3. Turbulent adiabatic parcel model

a. Formulation

The turbulent adiabatic parcel model assumes that

the parcel is filled with isotropic homogeneous turbu-

lence. Eddy hopping of each superdroplet is represented

by supersaturation fluctuations that the superdroplet

experiences as the parcel rises with the prescribed up-

draft. Thus, droplets in the proposed scheme do not

physically hop turbulent eddies; only the effect of

hopping is represented in the droplet growth equation.

There are two parameters that determine the turbu-

lence inside the parcel: 1) the dissipation rate « of the

turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) that describes intensity of

the turbulence and 2) the extent L of the adiabatic par-

cel. The two parameters determine TKE E and the in-

tegral time scale t of the turbulence inside the parcel.We

assume that for the isotropic homogeneous turbulence

E5

�
L«

C
E

�2/3

(6)

FIG. 2. (bottom) Evolutions of (from the lowest to the highest) total cloud water qc, supersaturation S (with only

positive values shown), mean droplet radius hri, and spectral width s. (top) Droplet spectra at t 5 1000 s applying

(left) a linear and (right) a logarithmic scale of the vertical axis.
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and

t5
L

(2p)1/3

�
C

t

E

�1/2

, (7)

with CE 5 0:845 (Schumann 1991) and Ct 5 1:5 as in

Lasher-Trapp et al. (2005).

Table 1 illustrates variability of E and t as a function

of « (between 1 and 1000 cm2 s23) and L (between 1 and

1000m). For a given dissipation rate, TKE increases

with the increase of the length scale L. This is because

TKE comes predominantly from subgrid-scale motions

of scales notmuch smaller than the scaleL (i.e., the25/3

scaling). By the same token, the integral time scale in-

creases with the increase of the length scaleL for a given

dissipation rate because it can be thought as a time scale

dominated by the largest SGS turbulent eddies. TKE

increases and the integral time scale decreases with the

increase of the dissipation rate for a given spatial scaleL

because SGS eddies become more vigorous.

In the specific problem considered here, TKE de-

termines velocity fluctuations and thus the supersatu-

ration perturbations that each droplet experiences as a

result of turbulence. The local supersaturation pertur-

bation S0
i for the superdroplet i (from the mean super-

saturation S predicted by the adiabatic parcel equations)

is used as additional attribute of each superdroplet. Its

evolution is given by [see Squires (1952), Politovich and

Cooper (1988), and references therein]

dS0
i

dt
5 a

1
w0 2

S0
i

t
relax

, (8)

where w0 is the vertical velocity perturbation experienced

by the superdroplet, a1 5 33 1024 m21, and trelax is the

phase relaxation time scale of the droplet population. The

latter is given as [see Squires (1952), Cooper (1989),

Grabowski and Wang (2013), and references therein]

t
relax

5

�
a
2�

i

r
i
N

i

�21

, (9)

where a2 5 2:83 1024 m2 s21.

It is important to stress that trelax is not given by the

local environment of a superdroplet [as, for instance, in

DNS simulations of Vaillancourt et al. (2002) and others

following the approach advocated by Srivastava (1989)]

but by the entire superdroplet population.1 This is be-

cause each superdroplet represents multiplicity of

droplets in the well-mixed parcel. In other words, local

droplet size distribution is exactly the same as the dis-

tribution averaged over the entire parcel volume. For

the same reason, the impact documented in the current

study represents a lower bound of the eddy hoping im-

pact within the adiabatic turbulent parcel. Allowing

spatial variability of trelax will lead to an even larger ef-

fect than the one documented here.

We assume the vertical velocity perturbation w0 is a
random stationary process known as the Ornstein–

Uhlenbeck process (e.g., Pope 1994) and it serves a

crude representation of velocity perturbations due to

range of SGS eddies of the homogeneous isotropic tur-

bulence. The perturbation is assumed to evolve ac-

cording to the update equation (e.g., Lemons 2002):

w0(t1 dt)5w0(t)e2dt/t 1
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
12 e22dt/t

p
s
w0c , (10)

where dt is the model time step, s2
w0 is the vertical ve-

locity variance obtained from TKE as

s2
w 0 5

2

3
E , (11)

t is the integral time scale of turbulence defined in Eq.

(7), and c is a Gaussian random number with zero mean

and unit variance drawn every time step. Thenw0 is used
to evolve the supersaturation perturbation S0 [see (8)]

experienced by the superdroplet and S0 is added to the

mean supersaturation S to calculate a given super-

droplet growth [see (4)].

In summary, the eddy dissipation rate « and the scale

L of the adiabatic parcel determine the vertical velocity

perturbations that affect the local supersaturation

perturbations S0 and allow each superdroplet growing

in a stochastic manner. It needs to be stressed that

such an approach is a relatively simple model of the

supersaturation fluctuations experienced by cloud drop-

lets during eddy hopping. For instance, one can envi-

sion a more sophisticated model of supersaturation

TABLE 1. TKE (m2 s22; top number) and integral time scale t (s;

bottom number) for various length scalesL (size of the parcel) and

TKE dissipation rates «.

L (m)

« (cm2 s23)

1 10 100 1000

1 2.4 3 1023 1.1 3 1022 5.2 3 1022 0.24

14 6.3 2.9 1.4

10 1.1 3 1022 5.2 3 1022 0.24 1.1

63 29 14 6.3

100 5.2 3 1022 0.24 1.1 5.2

291 135 63 29

1000 0.24 1.1 5.2 24

1.35 3 103 627 291 135

1 This implies that our results cannot be directly compared to the

DNS simulation results.
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fluctuations—for instance, including effects of non-

Gaussian velocity distribution due to flow intermittency

or other departures from isotropy and local homogeneity.

Such extensions of the SGS scheme proposed here should

be investigated in the future.

b. Results

Figure 3 shows example of results for the turbulent

adiabatic parcel for L 5 50m [i.e., the grid length used in

Lasher-Trapp et al. (2005) simulations] and «5 50 cm2 s23.

This arguably corresponds to an adiabatic core of a

cumulus cloud with typical for cumulus levels of tur-

bulence (e.g., Jonas 1996; Pruppacher and Klett 1997).

The most significance difference between Figs. 2 and 3

is an increased spectral width. For the adiabatic parcel

(Fig. 2), the width decreases after the activation is com-

pleted, and it is around 0.3mm at the end of the simula-

tion. For the turbulent parcel, thewidth stays around 1mm

throughout the most of the simulation. The supersatura-

tion fluctuations are significant, with the standard devia-

tion among the superdroplets comparable to the parcel

mean supersaturation.

Figure 4 shows the mean radius and spectral width at

the end of simulations (i.e., at t5 1000 s) as a function of

the scale L for different eddy dissipation rates «. The

impact of turbulence is significant, and it increases with

the increase of the parcel extent and with the increase of

the eddy dissipation rate. For spatial scales smaller than

FIG. 3. As in Fig. 2, but for the turbulent adiabatic parcel with L 5 50m and « 5 50 cm2 s23. The thick vertical

lines at 100-s intervals in the plot of S represent twice the standard deviation of the S distribution among all

superdroplets. Please note a larger scale on the vertical axis in the plot of s and a larger range of radii for the top

panels when compared to Fig. 2.
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10m, the impact of the turbulence is small. This agrees

with numerous DNS studies that show minimal spectral

broadening in simulations that are limited to small

computations domains, typically a fraction of 1m3 (e.g.,

Vaillancourt et al. 2002; Lanotte et al. 2009). One has to

keep in mind, however, that our simulations represent

the lower bound of the impact as mentioned before and

cannot be directly compared with DNS. Only when the

scale is larger than a few tens ofmeters, turbulence starts

to show some impact, and the impact is especially sig-

nificant for large TKE dissipation rates. For scales of a

few hundred meters, the impact is large, with the spec-

tral width increasing up to several micrometers, an order

of magnitude larger than in the adiabatic parcel without

turbulence.

The mean radius is also affected when L is larger than

several tens of meters. For large-«, large-L cases, the

explanation has to do with complete evaporation of

some droplets above the cloud base because of the

magnitude and persistence of the supersaturation per-

turbations. In such cases, the scheme simulates the so-

called super-adiabatic growth of the droplet population:

by removing some droplets, the mean droplet concen-

tration decreases and the remaining population grows

beyond the mean adiabatic size—hence the name. The

superadiabatic growth is typically argued to result

from reduction of the droplet concentration due to

entrainment/mixing, but apparently it can also operate

as a result of large and energetic turbulent eddies in the

rising adiabatic parcel framework. The small decrease

of themean radius for weak andmoderate « and largeL

comes from additional activation of cloud droplets due

to positive supersaturation fluctuations. This leads to a

slight increase of the mean droplet concentration and

thus small decrease of the radius after a 1-km parcel

raise.

4. Discussion and conclusions

Idealized adiabatic parcel model simulations clearly

show that including subgrid-scale vertical velocity fluc-

tuations experienced by superdroplets is important for

the broadening of the droplet spectra. This especially

applies to large-eddy simulations with model grid length

of a few tens of meters. For instance, applying the length

scaleL of 50m, the same as themodel grid length used in

the LES in Lasher-Trapp et al. (2005), and the CCN

characteristics considered here increases the spectral

width from 0.3mm for the adiabatic parcel without tur-

bulence at the end of the simulation (1-km vertical dis-

placement) to over 0.8 and about 1.3mm for eddy

dissipations of 10 and 100 cm2 s23, respectively. Such

broadening can significantly accelerate formation of

drizzle drops through collision–coalescence (Cooper

et al. 2013). As comparison of Figs. 2 and 3 shows, tur-

bulence can virtually suppress narrowing of the droplet

spectrum due to the parabolic (i.e., dr2/dt ’ const)

droplet growth.

The pilot investigation presented here can be easily

extended into different aerosol conditions (e.g., using

CCN characteristics of a polluted environment), differ-

ent thermodynamic conditions (pressure and tempera-

ture), as well as different mean updraft velocities.

Simulations with the updraft of 5m s21 instead of 1m s21

discussed in the previous section and the same vertical

displacement (1 km) show smaller but still significant

impacts of eddy hopping. For instance, the spectral

width increases from 0.24mm for the adiabatic parcel

without turbulence to 0.47mm for the turbulent parcel

with L of 50m and eddy dissipations of 50 cm2 s23. Re-

duction of the impact for the same vertical displacement

is arguably consistent with a reduced time available for

hopping turbulent eddies and developing significant

spread of droplet growth histories.

Finally, the supersaturation fluctuation scheme de-

veloped here can be easily implemented in the LES

Lagrangian cloud model in addition to the SGS velocity

fluctuations that affect motion of Lagrangian super-

droplets. TKE is typically predicted by the SGS scheme

(or can be diagnosed if a Smagorinsky SGS scheme is

used) and the appropriate scaleL should be taken as the

LES filter scale [e.g., (DxDyDz)1/3 as commonly used].

Results presented here suggest that such an extension

can significantly add to the impact discussed in Lasher-

Trapp et al. (2005) and in Cooper et al. (2013) where

eddy hopping associated with interfacial instabilities

and entrainment/mixing was the focus. We expect that

FIG. 4. Mean radius and spectral width at t 5 1000 s as a func-

tion of the scaleL for different eddy dissipation rates « (cm2 s23).

The simulation data (dots) are connected by lines to guide

the eye.
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representation of entrainment/mixing (excluded in the

adiabatic parcel model) can also be incorporated into

our methodology by developing a more comprehensive

SGS supersaturation equation—for instance, as in the

study of Paoli and Shariff (2009). We are exploring such

possibilities in ongoing research.
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